
BNSF SFS Policy       Mar-17-2020  
  
SAND  
If sandboxes are less than half-full, fill to capacity.  
  
FUEL  
Fuel locomotive to level directed by local instructions  
  
  

SERVICE  
  
CHECK ALL FLUID LEVELS  
Check engine and air compressor oil levels; fill to operating level if needed, sample if 
required. Check water level; fill to operating level if needed, sample if required.  
  
CAB  
  
1. Container with fusees must be provided. If container has a lid it must be closed. 

Remove all torpedoes. Rule 229.119(f).  
 
2. Cab, walkways and instrument lights to illuminate as intended. Rule 229.127(a)  
 
3. Windows in compliance with safety glazing standards and free of cracks scratches 

that obscure vision of track or signals from normal position. Rule 229.119(b).  
 
 4. The Emergency Brake Valve must be readily accessible to all members of crew.  

Debris or supplies must not block access to its handle. The Brake Valve must be 
operative and have the words “Emergency Brake” stenciled or marked near the 
valve.  

 
5. The automatic brake valve on all trailing units equipped with the new North American 

cab AAR control stand and CCB brake must have the retaining pin in place to guard 
from unintentional movement of the brake handle. 

 
 6. Floors must be free of obstructions, tools, debris, oil, water or waste that creates a 

slipping, tripping or fire hazard. Rule 229.119(c).  
 
 7. When the season requires, the cab heaters must provide heating to enable a 

temperature of 50 degrees be maintained 6 inches above the center of each seat in 
the cab.  Rule 229.119(d).  

 
 8. All guards for fans, belts, electric heating elements or other hazards in the cab will 

be in place. Rule 229.41.  
 
 9. Cab seats to be securely mounted. Adjustable portion of seat and back maintained 



in proper condition. Rule 229.119(a).  If a defective seat can not be repaired or 
replaced, the seat is to be removed to prevent use of the defective seat.  If a 
defective seat can not be removed, then the seat is to be taped off and signs applied 
to cab not to occupy.  A Level 8 defect is to be opened indicating nature of defect 
and repairs needed. Seat backs must be placed in the upright position on trailing 
units with the new AAR control stands to prevent seat from swiveling and striking Air 
Brake handles enroute. 

 
10. Fire extinguisher, water coolers, and retainers for fusees, tools, and cab 

appurtenances are to be securely held in place.  
 
11. Cab door latches must be equipped with a secure and operable latching device.  

Rule 229.119(a).  
 
12. Remove and record all entries made on the malfunction report on daily inspection 

form.  Repair all FRA defects. If not current for today’s date, sign the FRA Daily 
Inspection Cab card and check the FRA Blue card for accuracy correcting any 
deficiencies. Check the HED calibration label for proper date. Replace HED if it is 
within three days of expiration or past due.  

 
13. Make sure each locomotive used as a controlling locomotive at speeds in excess of 

20 miles per hour is equipped with a speed indicator that is:  
 

a) Accurate within plus or minus 3 miles per our of actual speed at speeds of 10 – 
30 miles per hour and accurate within plus or minus 5 miles per hour at speeds 
above 30 miles per hour; and:  

 
b) Clearly readable from the engineer’s normal position under all light conditions.  

Rule 229.117.  
 
 14. Each train operated at faster than 30 miles per hour must have an in-service event 

recorder in the lead locomotive. A locomotive on which the event recorder has been 
taken out of service may remain as a lead locomotive only until the next calendar-
day inspection. Make sure event recorder make and model is noted on the back of 
the FRA Blue card under remarks. Rule (229.135).   

 
15. Each locomotive used as a controlling locomotive will have an operative radio.   
 
16. Each locomotive used as a controlling locomotive will have an operative water 

cooler. 
 
17. Each locomotive used as a controlling locomotive will have serviceable weather 

stripping.   
 
 
 
 
 



18 Each locomotive used as a controlling locomotive and the first trail locomotive in the 
consist will have a clean cab and cab windows and a clean operative toilet free of 
offensive odors. 229.139  

 
Note –  In addition the following areas are to be cleaned w/ disinfectant spray (same 
product used to disinfect the toilet surfaces is recommended) on the controlling 
locomotive AND first trail locomotive only: 
 

a) All door handles (Front door, cab interior door, Engineer rear door, toilet door),  
b) Seats and seat controls 
c) Engineer control stand  
d) Conductor desk  
e) Water cooler 

 
19. Each locomotive used as a trailing locomotive will have a clean cab and clean 

operative toilet free of offensive odors if at all possible. If the toilet is out of service 
and cannot be repaired a Level 8 toilet defect must be opened in the database. The 
locomotive must also be tagged with a non-complying tag that states “Locomotive to 
be used trail only, inoperative toilet”. Even though the toilet is inoperative it still must 
be in a sanitary condition per 229.137 if it is to be occupied for any reason. If the 
toilet and its compartment cannot be made sanitary the locomotive can still be 
utilized trail only but the non-complying tag must state “Locomotive to be used trail 
only, inoperative and unsanitary toilet, cab cannot be occupied”. 229.137  

 
20. Locomotives will be equipped with a toilet room vent and a modesty lock for the toilet 

compartment. 229.137  
 
21. Each locomotive used as a controlling locomotive will have operative window wipers.   
 
22. Ensure that reverser-locking mechanism on the controller operates properly.   
 
23. If a Non-Complying tag is attached to the control stand of an outbound consist and 

the Non-Complying locomotive is not in the consist, remove the tag.  
 
24. If the locomotive is equipped with a cab camera make sure it is operating per 

maintenance instruction MNT 368.  Report any defects with camera system in 
MEMS. Whenever possible the lead locomotive in every Road consist should be a 
locomotive equipped with a cab camera. 

 
25. Locomotives should be supplied with the following:   
 
A. Equipment   
 
 1. Minimum of 10 red fusees.   
 2. One red flag.   
 3. F type knuckle Grade E steel.   
 4. E type knuckle Grade E steel.   
 5. Hammer.   



 6. Air brake hose pipe wrench. 
 7. Chisel   
 8. Brake pipe hose.   
 9. First aid kit.   
 10. 8 unopened “hygiene” Crew packs  
 11. Broom.   
 12. Drinking water. Two 12 packs.  
 13. Fire extinguisher in locomotive cab.   
 14. Cari-Lite Drawbar kit on locomotive.   

B.Tags  
 
 1. Out of Service (2) 
 2. Unsafe Motorist (1) 
 3. Dynamic Brake inoperative (1) 
 4. Non-Complying Locomotive (2) 
  
ENGINE, AIR COMPRESSOR AND GENERATOR ROOM   
 
1. Passageways and compartments shall have adequate illumination. Rule 229. 

127(b).   
 
2. Floors and decks to be free from oil, water, waste or any obstruction that  creates a 

slipping, tripping or fire hazard. Floors shall be properly treated to provide secure 
footing. Rule 229.119(c).   

 
3. Knuckles, MU jumper cables and tools to be securely held in place, and not be left 

lying on floors.   
 
4. Fan openings, exposed gears and pinions, exposed moving parts of Mechanisms, 

pipes carrying hot gases and high voltage equipment, switches, circuit breakers, 
contactors, relays, grid resistors and fuses shall be kept in non-hazardous condition 
to prevent personal injury. Rule 229.41.   

 
5. High voltage cabinets and main generator to be properly stenciled or labeled  

DANGER -HIGH VOLTAGE" or "DANGER” and the voltage normally carried by the 
parts to be protected. Rule 229.85.   

 
6. Engine and all accessories shall be kept reasonably free of oil and accumulation of 

oil or debris is not allowed (slipping, tripping, or fire hazard).   
 
7. Air compressor to be kept reasonably free from oil and debris (slipping, tripping, or 

fire hazard).   
 
8. Generator compartment to be kept free from oil, water, waste or accumulation of 

debris (slipping, tripping, or fire hazard).   

Running Gear Inspection  



  
A. Inspect Carbody:  
 

1. Inspect the coupler and knuckle for cracks, proper height and ½ inch minimum                                                                                                                                                                                          
anti-creep protection.  
2 Inspect the pilot for no less than 3 or more than 6 inches of height above the rail.  
3. Inspect the MU cable and connections. Make sure unused cables are stored in 
the “Dummy” receptacle.  
4. Inspect the air hoses for serviceable condition and gaskets. Make sure the 
unconnected air hoses are attached to securement chain.  
5. Make sure the horizontal handholds provide a minimum of 2 inches clearance  
6. Check the locomotive steps for proper securement, condition and visibility.  
7. If equipped, ensure step lights operate.  
8. Inspect vertical handholds for general condition and provision for 2 ½ inches of 
clearance.  
9. Make sure walkways are free of oil and debris  

 
B. Inspect Trucks:  
 

1. Inspect for visible cracks in the truck frame.  
2. Inspect for broken or collapsed coil springs or broken elliptic springs.  
3. Inspect for leaking or defective shock absorbers.  
4. Inspect for adequate side bearing clearance.  
5. Check for loose or missing foot straps or binders.  
6. Inspect for mis-aligned or overlapping brake shoes. Shoes should have a 

minimum of 3/8 in. of serviceable material remaining.  
7. Inspect for loose traction motor gear cases.  
8. Check for bent brake rigging.  
9. Inspect for oil on traction motor leads.  
10. Check for holes or breaks in traction motor air ducts.  
11. Correct brake cylinder position travel.  
12. Defective or missing pedestal liners 

  
C. Inspect both sides of the fuel tank and main reservoirs for:  
 
 1. Broken, loose or missing fuel tank bolts.  
 2. Fuel leaking from the tank.  
 3. Air leaks in the main reservoir piping.  
 4. Blowdowns in the automatic position, repair/replace if found defective. 
 5. Leakage from the air box or engine room drain, report any leakage.  
   
D. Inspect all wheels for: 
  
 1. Flange height more than 1 ½ inches.  
 2. Flange thickness less than 7/8 inch.   
 3. Rims less than 1 inch on road power and ¾ inch on switchers.  

4. Flat or shelled spots more than 2 ½ inches long or adjoining flat or shelled spots 
each 2 or more inches long.  



 5. Any cracks in any part of the wheel.  
 6. Sand pipes aligned with the wheel and at least 2.5 inches above the rail.  
   
E. Inspect the end platforms for continuous barrier placement (walkway chains).            
Inspect for defects with links and latches. (229.119)(e) 
  
F. Inspect traction motors for missing or damaged covers and mis-aligned traction motor 
blower ducts. Check for damaged traction motor leads and excessive accumulations of 
oil and grease on motor frame and leads.  

  
G. Perform an air brake test, ABTH rule 101.6 from the lead locomotive testing for:  
 
 1. Brake pipe leakage less than 5 psi per minute.  
 2. Zero psi equalizing reservoir leakage.  
 3. Alerter time-out puts consist into penalty application. 

3. Sander operation: all sanders must deposit sand in front of all wheels in the 
direction of reverser handle position when sand lever is activated. 
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